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would seem that under the authorities, assuming that a safe place to work in and safe appliances to work with, are furnished by the master, a stevedore cannot recover for an injury caused by the negligence of a fellow servant, even though the negligence which causes the injury is the failure of one of his co-workers to give a warning signal that is customary in that business.

Fred R. Boynton.

When May an Ultra Vires Contract Be Enforced in Washington?—Under the early common law, an ultra vires contract of a private corporation was absolutely void, on the theory that there being no power to make such a contract, legally there was no contract. It is at the present time well established in practically all jurisdictions that neither an action at law nor in equity can be maintained either by or against a corporation on an ultra vires contract which remains executory as to both parties or has been only partially performed, even though unanimously ratified by the board and stock holders. It is also well settled that where such a contract has been fully performed by both parties, the courts will leave them where they have placed themselves, both being deemed in pari delicto.

But on the question of the enforceability of a contract which has been fully or substantially performed by one party but remains executory as to the other, there is a direct conflict of authority. The United States Supreme Court and other federal courts, England, and a few of the states adhere strictly to the early rule that an ultra vires contract is void per se for lack of power to make the same, and consequently that no rights can be acquired thereunder, by performance, estoppel, or otherwise. This is, as a matter of technical theory, the most logical rule, although not necessarily the most just. Such courts, however, frequently seek to prevent an injustice by allowing a recovery by the party who has performed, for the reasonable value of the benefits actually conferred upon the other in money, property, or services, not upon the express contract but in disaffirmation of the contract, upon the theory of a quasi contract implied by law to avoid unjust enrichment of the defendant.

A greater number of the State courts follow the "state rule" that an ultra vires contract is not strictly void but merely voidable, that

---

1 3 Fletcher Cyc. Corp. 2594, §1539; 14a C. J. 317 7 R. C. L. 675.
2 3 Fletcher Cyc. Corp. 2655, §1585; 14a C. J. 319.
it does not involve an utter lack of power on the part of the corporation but is rather in the nature of an illegal contract prohibited either expressly or impliedly by law, that *ultra vires* means not that the corporation could not but that it ought not to have made such contract, and consequently that the party who has not performed may be estopped to exercise the right which he would otherwise have to set up the defense of *ultra vires* in an action on the contract.

In Washington, *ultra vires* contracts, other than conveyances of real estate, have never been expressly denominated "voidable" rather than void by our Supreme Court, and the language used in some of the earlier cases indicates that such contracts are deemed void. Our Court has never recognized the technical distinction drawn by some of the courts adhering to the "state rule" between capacity and right; that is, the idea that *ultra vires* means not that the corporation utterly lacks power to make the contract but that it has no legal right and ought not to do so.

However, the other phase of the "state rule"—the applicability of the doctrine of estoppel—has become well established in this State. "The doctrine of *ultra vires* as a defense has died so hard that it is well to repeat the proposition which seems to be fully established by the more recent decisions, that where a contract has in good faith been fully performed either by the corporation or the other party, the one who has thus received the benefit will not be permitted to resist its enforcement by the plea of mere want of power." This just rule was first recognized in this state in the 4th Washington in 1892, and has been consistently followed since that time. In fact, generally speaking, the Washington cases may for the most part be divided into two groups: (1) those holding that the non-performing party is estopped to set up *ultra vires* as a defense, in view of the benefits received by him through the performance by the other party;

---


(2) those which, while not denying the general rule, hold that the facts and circumstances of the particular case are insufficient to create an estoppel.⁹

There is still a third small but important group of cases which go a step further and hold that even though the non-performing party has received no benefits from the performance by the other party, yet he will be held estopped to raise such defense, in order to prevent injustice to the party who has performed in reliance upon the contract.¹⁰ "The doctrine of *ultra vires*, when invoked for or against a corporation, should not be allowed to prevail where it would defeat the ends of justice or work a legal wrong. Railway Co. v. McCarthy 96 U S. 258. This rule is so well established that it is the work of supererogation to quote authorities to sustain it."¹¹

Thus in *Creditors Claim & Adjustment Co. v. Northwest Loan & Trust Co.*,¹² it was held that defendant bank could not defend an action on its guaranty on the ground of *ultra vires*, where it telegraphed a guaranty and then by request wrote a confirmatory letter, stating that it was secured by a $2000 note, that its telegraphic guaranties were accepted by other banks, and that the telegram was "a guaranty in fact" "To hold otherwise, in the light of this record, would be to encourage fraud and bad faith, and to put the law in the position of awarding a premium to dishonesty" This rule also may be said to be well settled in this State, although its applicability will of course depend upon the circumstances of the particular case.

The attitude of our court is well stated in *U S. Fidelity & Guar-*

---


¹¹ Tootle v. First National Bank, supra.

notes and comment

anty Co. v. Cascade Construction Co.,18 wherein it was said, referring to the defense of ultra vires: "We would not be understood as abolishing this defense. We would sustain it in any case where the transaction is prohibited, illegal, or immoral. We merely wish to be understood as following no Procrustean rule in such cases, but such defense must always be considered on the merits in law and fact."

It is contended by some with considerable plausibility that the rule in Washington as to the legal nature and enforceability of an ultra vires contract is technically inconsistent in that in some of the earlier cases an ultra vires contract is held void, and at the same time it is held that performance of the void contract by one party gives rise to certain rights thereunder by way of estoppel. However, such rights arise primarily not so much from the ultra vires contract as from the performance thereof and the fact that under the circumstances, either by reason of the benefits received therefrom by the other party or otherwise, it is recognized as unjust to allow him to deny the validity of the contract. Effect is given to the contract under such circumstances, not because it is valid, but because the defendant is not legally permitted to set up such invalidity as a defense. A strict adherence to the technical abstract rule that an ultra vires contract is void per se (except as there is resort to recovery upon quasi contract) frequently operates unfairly, dishonestly, and with manifest injustice. It is submitted that this is a commendable instance of a departure, in accordance with the modern tendency of the weight of authority among the state courts, from a strict interpretation of an old technical theory, in the direction of rendering the law a more effective instrumentality for the administration of justice.

Elwood Hutcheson.

Protecting Real Estate Contract Purchases.—Many assignees of the vendors' interests in installment contracts for the sale of real estate suppose that the recording of the assignment protects them by giving constructive notice of their rights. The increasing amount of investment in real estate contracts makes it important to determine the best method for protecting the assignee.

Our Supreme Court1 has said that recording "is purely a creation of the statute", and since the recording of such assignments is not provided for by statute it would seem that no constructive notice follows from recording.

18 106 Wash. 478, 483, 180 Pac. 463 (1919).
1 "A contract entered into by a corporation is presumed to be within the corporate powers unless the contrary appears, and the burden of proof is upon the one who attacks the contract as ultra vires." Bohl v. Big Store Co., 46 Wash. 1, 5, 89 Pac. 174 (1907), citing 1 Clark And Marshall, Private Corp., §174.

Ultra vires is a defense not favored in law. U S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co. v. Cascade Construction Co., supra.

1 Fischer v. Woodruff, 25 Wash. 67, 64 Pac. 933 (1901).